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A larqe number,

Indisoz'Of Dependability

ingly diverse coefficients have been proposed as

indi es.,61 dependability, or reliabiolity, for domain-referenced and/or

-inastery tests. In this-paper, it is shown that most of these indices

are special cases.of two generalized indices of agreement, ond that is

corrected-for chance, and one that is not. The special cases of these

two indices are determined by assumptions about the nature of the agree-

ment function o,...equivalently, the nature of the loss fun tion for the- _

T

testing pr9cedure. For example, indices discusSed by Huynh (1976),

Subkoviak (1976), and Swaminathan, Hambleton, and Algina (1974) employ

a threshold-agreement, or loss, function; whereas/indices discussed by

Brennan ânj ne (1977a, :1977brand Livingston (1972a) employ a squared

error lvss function. Since all of these indices'are discussed within a

single general framework, the differences among them in their assumptions,

properti s, and uses can be exhibited clearly. For purposes of comparison,

norm-referenced generalizability coeffiCients are also developed and dis-

cussed within*his general framework.
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Symbol,

iii

Glossary of SyMbols-

4efinition

A Expected agreement

Chance agreement

Maximum expected' agreement
rri

S or X

a

kr 1

o or Pr

I, 7

Particular SaAples of n items

Loss or expeCted disagreement

Score random varliable

Any agreement function

Domain-referenced agreement function

Residtal4error

Norm-referenced 4 agreement function

Subscripts for scorecategories

Test subscripts

Usually, the number of items in a test

(or'instance of a testing prdcedure);

n 1 is always the total number of

score bategories.

Probability

Realizatiot of score randoin veriable,S

Threshold agr4ement function

Person subscripts
,

\
\

Item effect

Different types of error

Index of dependability not corrected'

for &hance
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; Indices of DepndabilitY

Introduction

Glaser and Nitko 1971) define a criteriOn-referenced test as "6ne

thit is delibeArately constructed to yield:measurements that are directly

interpretable in terms of specified performance standards" (P. 653).

This is probably the begt-known.definitioh of a criterion-referenced test,'

.but others have beenjpnoposed ( .g., Ivens, 1970; Krietvall, 1969; and

Livings-ton, 197a). Nothing in,the Glaser and Nitko definition, or in

most other definitions)of "criterion-referenced test," necessitates the

existence or use of a single criterion or cutting 'Score'as a "specified

'performance standavd." However, much of the literature subsum4d under

the heading of,criterion-referenced measurement does, in facti postulate

the eXistence of'a single cutting score. Since this inconsistencv,in

terminology'can lead to ?onfusion, we prefer to reserve the term mastery

test for a,criterion-referenced test with a single fixed mastery cutting,

score.

(1974) and Millman (1974), among others, suggest using the

descripto "domain-referenced test" rather than "criterion-referenced

tes,.." They note that the word "criterion" is atbiquous in some contexts,

and they argue thathe word "domain" provides a more airect specification

of the entire set of items or tasks ,under consideration. If one accepts

these arguments, a mastery test can be defined as a domain-referenced test

with a single cutting score.



. Indices of Dependability.

One can.also distinguish between a particular type.,of tet (g.e.,

norm-referenced or domain-referenced).7and the scores (or interpretation

, of sco ) resulting from a test. for example, the scores om an test

might be *given norm-referenced or domain-referenced terptetAtions-.

Indeed, most of theliterature 'that treats issues of dependability (or

reliability) of domain-referenced tests a4ually'tieats the dependability
-....
.., .

of a particular set of scores that are given ,(or provide)' a domain-
;

'
. .

.

referenced or mastery,interpretation. ill. this paper, to obviate verbal

complexity, we will often-refer to norm-referenced, domain-refeienced,

and mastery "tests"; howev

refer to scores that are giyen (or prbvide)norm-referenced, domain-
.. .

a more complete verbal .desoriptior% would

referenced, ot maStery- AkerpretationS for a particular testing.prodedpre-
. \

Since Popham and 4usek (1969) challenged the apprdpriateness of

correlation, coefticients as indices of reliability for domain-referenced

'andliostery tests, considerable effOrt'has been:devoted to developing' more

-appropriate indices. Most of these indices hal>e been proposed as measures"

of reliability; however, we prefer t se the more generic term, dependability,.

in order ko a.Void unwarranted associations with 'Elie classical,theory of

reliability for norm-refprenced tests.

Since a large number of Seemingly'diverse coefficients have been pro-
,

posed, has been difficult for evaluatort'to distinguish among them in

meaningful ways. In this paper, we show that.most.of these indices can be

'classified into two broad categories depending bn their uriaerlying and Soine-
:

times unstated) assumptions about the nature of agreemen or, equivalentli,

the nature of loss in the testing procedure. Por.example,,indices discusSed by

9
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.Carver (1970),..Huynh (1976) , Marshall and,Haertel (Note 1), SubkOViak-('1974)',

and Swaminathan, Hambleton, and Algina (1974)'employ'a threshold agreement,

or loss, function; whereas,,indices discussed by .srennan and Kane (1,77a,

1977b) and Livingston' (1972, A 1972b, 1972c,19731,employ a $quared-erkor
/

loSs fur:ction. We will, also show th t ithin these ty0 broad,ca'tegoris

indices can be differentiated with,respect to whether Or n t they

incorporate a correction for chance agreement. In addition, we will examine

bo h the natur of. agreement and the role of chance areement in.horm-

refereeced testing.

We begin, by, using ,notions of- agrament in order to develop two

.,

generalized indices o4fdePendability., One of these indices is corrected

cnande a§reemeritj and the qt.11r is not. .Por bot-ii of:these genera].

f
,indites no specific agreemeilt function is assumed. The'actual ihdices,

that resplt from'c several specific'agre4ffient function-s are:then

-examined in'detail. This examination of a largejwmber of indioesof

d-ependability, within a sifigie consisf4ftt'framewor1, makes it possible

compare ahd s'ontrast

,uses of the e

the assumptions, properties, interpretations, and
.

NA

-

1 0



Indic s o Dependabi ity

A Pair of General indices of Dependability

Agreement Function

A generalexpression for the dependability of a testing procedure 6an
be derived by examining the expected agreemedt hetwee ,--two randomly seleced

inStances of the testing procedure. 4A.n particular ihstance of a testing

.'procedurewill.be referred to as-' ttest ." No adSumptions need i6 be made

about the nature of.the tests, 6he details of their administration, or their
scoring. Since t.1-0 instances, or teSta; are randomly selected from a universe

,

oossible'instances, they are randomly parallel. Therefore the expected

distribution oitcomes for the population is assumed to be the same for

instances o thetesting*procedure. This (3648 not imply that the dis-

triblitions of outomes are necessarily identical fot-all tests; that is we

not making the stronger assumption, of classically parallel tests.

The degree of agreement between any two'scores, S. and s is defined,

by an agreement function, a(s s ). The sores, s.L, and s may be raw. _ _i! _j
-/.*14'

* .
vscores; or they may be transformed in some way, For conveniencez, we shall

asslime thatikly a finite number of scores (s ,...S t'.s ay result from-o -1, -n
.

the use of thetesting procedure. The form of the
agreement,.function.defines

what is ment by agreement in any particular context. IlAeneral, the agree
r

k

,ment function will reflect intpitive and, therefore, someWhat ariaitrary

notionsof*the relative degree of,agieement for' diiferent_pairspf sc6res.
As we 'shall see, the choice of an agreement function'implies the choice of

.

a loss function, where loss is defined as the difference between maximum

possible agreement and observed agreement in a particular context.
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6.

'Although w4 shall not assume any particular form for an agreement

'0
function in our develOpment of a.general indeof dependability, it is

reasonable to impose some conditions on the class of functions that will

be'accepted as aqreement functions. .In the discussion that f011ows'i it'

is assumed that all agreement' functio'nS satisfy.the following three,con-
- i

(i) a s., s.y > o;
\--1 --.71.. .

(ii) a(s., s.) ='a(s., and,
-72.._.. _

.

iii) a(s. , s ) '4- a (s ; s y 2a(s.. s ).,

ditions:

Given thait: werare examining' the agreement between randomly parallel

tests, the firt two',of these cOnditions are certainly natural. The third

condition simply .states:that the agrement assigned to any pair of score's,
a.

8. and s%, cannot te greater than-the average of the agreemellts that result

from pairing each of these sCores with itself.' Ali the agreqment functions

discussed in this paper satisfy these three conditions.

Maximum Agreement and the Index

The score for person y on the k-th instance of the testing procedure can

0

be rpresented by the rdndom variableS Similarly, S is the score for_
person w on test 1. For every person v and everystest k, S' ,takes one of- - . -lik-,

...._ ,

the values s 44 might, then, take,as our index of dependability
--o

the expected agreement given by.:

4
A e a

'1
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where,expe tion is taken ovr.the populatiob pers'ons and over pairs of-. ,

t, ests that are*independentiv sampled from the universe of tests . The expected

ement mav also be rep. esented in terms of the ioint distribution of scores

\\on the two tests:
4

a

where Pr(S s S. = s ) is the p bability that a randomly,choten person,-1, -j

a (s., s.) Pr(S = s. S = s.)
-2, '( 3)

-
v,,got scores

-1.

and on randomly chosen tests, k and 1. 7Equations 2 and 3

'represent the-same quantities expreSsed in two different ways. In the follow-

ing disCussion, we shall ue whichever of these expressions is most convenient

for the issue under consideration. The notation-in Equation :3 can be simpli-
, .

fied by letting .

a d

a.. = als., s.)
,-g

Pr(S = s., S = s,).-vk -a -v1 -2

n 3 can then be written as

(4)

However, the index, A, depends on the scale chosen for a , and can be

made arbitrarily large by multOlying a,. by a sufficiently large constant.

One way to correct this prOblem is to take, as the index of'agreement:
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8

A

A
Tfl

Ln Equation 5, A is the expected agreement between an instance of them
,

testing procedure and it'self:

(5)

v,k
(6)vk vk

n

= E a(s., s.) Pr(S = S.-v
1=0

and in the impler notatidn,

=
2 ai
1.=u

(7)

T ,

where, is the probability' that a randomly sele ted person will get the score,Ea_ ,.:,
. ., on a randomly chOsen instance of the testing procedure. A is equal to Am
.---P.-.. )
when evdry person in the population gets the'same score on every insta7nce of

the 't "sting procedure; i.e., w'heh all instances of the testing Procedure are in

'peaect agreement in the assignment of scores, s., to persons dn the population.
,-

Using the three conditions in Equation 1, it is easy to show that for any

marginal distribution, A is the Maximum value of A.

Since 21 is a marginal probability,

and

= E 11122"..,
227_-2_1_,

At = E a, P. = E a..P..

14'



Therefore, A can be written as:

6

Now, using Assumption'iii in Equation 1

A > E a. .E,
-111

aiia using Equation 4

> A.

;

Indices dtf Dependability.

9

From the-definition of 0 in Equation 5, therefore, it' follows that A

is the maximum value of the agreement function, and 6 is less then Or equal

to one.

Chance Agreement and the Index 0
.c

The coefficien 0 provides' a general ,index of dependability for any

agreement function, but it does not consider the contribution'of chance

agreement to the dependabi ity of measurement. As we shall see, 8 may be

, .large,even when Scores are randomly assigned to-persons on each instance of

the testing procedure. When we say. that a sdo e is aSsigned.to examinee v,
\* ,

-,..

a chance, we mean that the score is randomly selected from the distribution
4. ,..., . _./ \
of,scoref fo,r-the population of persons on the univer e of tests, The

\
,

assignment of s._, to examinee v, by chanc, dependS'on on the marginal_
40

probability, 21 , of the score s. itand not on the exam'
- 2 'performance,

Therefore, for chance assignment, the score assigned,to aKexaminee on any

particular instance of the testing procedure is independent on 'the score

assigned on'any other iristance. .1%

i"
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The contribution of chance a'greement can be examined b' takina the

,

expected agreement between.the score, S , for person v on the k-th test,
,

and the score, S' for an independently sampled person w; bn an inde-
-wl-

pende tly sampled test, 1.:

a(S S )

-V

n
A . E a (s., s.) Pr(S = s.,

-a --) -a ---2_

(.8)

(9)

Since both persons, v and w, and tests, k and 1, are sampled independently,

Pr(S _ = S.,-VK -1.,.."
= s.) = Pr(S = s.) Pr(S = s.),
7/ -vk -w

whor4 Pr(S
k

= s ) is the marginal probability that a randomlY selected person-v-1
y,41 get the score, s,, on a randomdy bhosen test. ,Subttituting Equation 10

in E4Aation 9, and using the simplified notation introduced earlier, we have

n

A = I a,.p,p,
-c

For ar4 agreement function, Equation 11 depends only on the marginal distribu-

tiop for a single administration of the testing procedure. A is the exiSected
'-c

agreement for pairs of scores when each score is independently sampled from the

marginal distribution of the population.
.+?

eral index of dependability, corrected for chance, can then be de-
ge

fined as:
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1.1

A A
--c

(1.2)

The numerator of Equation 12 provides a Measure of how much the expected, .

agreement for the t sting procedure exceeds the4expected agreement due to

chance. Since .

A > A,

A > A

i-the denominator of E uation 12 is the maximum value of the numerafor,and

is less than or equal tb one.

LOSS

Although pdst of the discussion in this paper is concerned- with agree-
's ,

ment functions, it will be useful in some places to disCuSsthe expeed dis-
t

14,

Agreement-or loss associated with.testing Procedures.. The expected loss, L.,

for ariy testing procedure defined as the difference betWen the maximum

expected agreement and the expected agreement:

L = A A .-tn
J-

Using this definition, Equation 5 can be written:

A

17

(13)

(-14)



and Equation
\.

be writte

Indices'of Dependability

(A - A ) + Lc

12

(155

No,e that Eauations 1 and 15 have the form of classical reliability coeffi-

cients, or generalizability coefficients, with L taking the place oi

variance (see Cronbach,'Gleser, Nanda,;;;Rajaratnam, 1972).

Interpretation of 0 and 6
c

The two indices, 0 and 8, address different questions,about dependab ity.

Some of the properties of these indices will be discussed more fully late in

the context of particUlar agreement funCtions,,but a brief statement app o-

-priatp. pere.
(

,indidates how closely, in terms of the agreement funct3ti57-\ble scores ,

,;.A .
.

for any, examinee can be eocpected to agree. 0
c

indicates how closely (again,,
.., t

in terms of the agreement function) 'the-two scoreS for an examinee carOpe

expected to agree, with the cohtribution of chance agreement removed. For

the agreeMent functions discussed in bhiepaper, 0-c is less than or equal'to

The index, 0, therefore, dharacterizes the dependability of decisions,

or estimates, based on the testing procedure. The magnitude of 6 dependg,

in part, on chance agreement; it may be greater 61an zero eVen when decisions
t.

based on the testing procedure are no more dependable than decisions based on
-

marginal probabilities in the population. The index, 0, characterizes the

contribu ion of the testing procedure to the dependability of the decisions,

over what would be expected on the bcli; of chance agreement. 0 prcmldes an

,estimate of the dependability of the decisions based on the testing procedure;
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e
c-
provides an estimate of the contribution of the testing procedUre to the

pendability of subh decisions The two indices:provicle answers to different

questions The .ssue :is not which of these indices is best, but rather ft.41-4*

is appropriate irr a given context

0 and 0
c for ThresoId Agreement

Threshold-Agreement Function

One comm&n use'of tests is to classify examinees into two or more mutually

exclusive categori s. Ifthere are only,two catwories, or iqf the categories

are unordered; then a ltusible agreement function for the classification pro-

cedure is given bY the threshold agreement function, t:

Whe're

on the test k.

where the score

the advpptage o

statement of the threshold agreeme6 function,

t S S
-vk mw

0 is the score (i-,

(1 if S = S
-vk

iif S
(16)

thls case the atea y) for examinee v

Equaeion 16 can be exoressed more succinctly as:

\
s
i represents assignment to the i-th category. Equati 7 has_

,

finotati nal-simpliq ity, whereas Eqpation 16 is a more detailed

iFor either expressidn, the

(171
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assigned'agreement is one if the examinee is placed in the same category on

both,administrations of,the procedure, and agreement iS.zero'if th# examinee

is placed in different categories on the two adMinistrations. it is easily

verified that the agreement function in Equation 16 satisfies the three

conditions in Equation 1.

T1.-ie Index O(t)-

Sulo;lituting
ij

,,given by Equation 17, for,4.. in Equatio13 we obtain

'the expected agreement for classification procedureS::

A(t) = E

is

The maximum agreement is given by:

1.12-11=
1

A (2) = t.i2i =
Tfl

-

The definition of e, an index of dependability not co-

(18)

(19)

ected for cAance,-Is

provided in Equation 5. For the threshold agreement funption, 'this index is

given byt.

(t), =
A(t)

A (t)m
(20)

and substituti.ng Equations 18 and 19 in'Equation 20, we ol;tan *

= E
11

20

(21h
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-auation 21-states that the dependability of the elassification procedure
S.

is simply the probabilitSr that a; randomly'chosen examinee will be placed in

the same categQry on'two randomly chosen instances of the procedure. Note

that A(t), A (t) and e(t) are all equal to one if thelclassif ation Prcedure--rn

cOnsistently places all examinees into a single category.vi\

Equation 21-is stated in terms of population parameters. Estimates

of e(t), based on two administrations of the testing procedure have been

discussed by Berger (Note 2), Carver (1970), and Swaminathan, et al. (1974)

Estilpates of e(t), based on a single administration of the testing procedure,

-have been discussed by Marshall and Haertel (Note 1), Subkoviak: (1976,

Note 3), 'Subkoviak and AlbreCht (Note 4).

.The Index 0 (t

The definition of 0
c

An index of dependability corrected for chanc

is provided in Equation 12. For the threshold agreement function in Equa

17, the ex4'ted agreement due to chance ig:

A (t) = E t.
. .

1,3

(22)

Subtracting A (0 from the numerator and denominator of 0(t) in Equation 20,-c,-

we have the index of dependability Corrected for chance, for a threshold

agreement function:

A( - A (t)
-c

A (t) A (t)-m --c

Epi

Epi2

21

tr

(23)
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A
In the,special case where all examinees are consistently placed in a single

category, A (t) is equal to one and. 0 (t) is indeterminate.
c

The index e (L) ETIation 23 iSideritical to- ohen's (1( ) coefficient

kappa, and to Scott's ( q55) 6oefficent, under our assumption that the ex-

pected marginal distributions for the two instances of the testing pr

are'identi

et al (1974) as an index of reliability for mastery test.s with a single cutting

oedure

As such,
c
(t) has been vroposed by Huynh (1976) and Swaminathan

score.

Threshold Loss'

The loss agsociated pith a threshold agreement function can be -determined
d'

by subtracting Equation 18 from Equation 19:

L(t) A (t) A(t)

21.

if e two noes of the testing procedure assigri the person to the same

category, the loss is zero. If the two instances assign a person to different

categories, the loss is one, regardless of which categories are nvolved. This-

is consistent with the usual definition of a threshold lots function (see

Hambleton .and Novick, 1973).

Interpretation of 8(t) and e
c
(t)

The first block of Table 1 summarizes results for the parameters,

A A (t),' A (t) d L(t), and ti* agreement indices, 8(tJ and 0
c
(t), for--ma_ -c

the threshold agreement funotiOn, t.

22
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/nsert Table 1 about here

17..

N.!

As noted earlier, El(t) will be equal to one whenever all instances of

the categorization procedure place all persons,into one category. The

t.esting procedure used to assign persons to'categories is then perfectly

dependable and completely guperfluous. Once'it is-established that all, or

almost all, persons fall into one category, there is little td be gained by

administering tests,.

If almost everyone is in one category, the expected chance agreement,

, ill be close to A (t), the maximum expected agreement. Under these

cirOumstances, it would be difficult for any testing prOcedure to provide

a significant improveMOnt in dependability over chance assignment. Conte-.

quently, the coefficient corrected for chance, 6c(t), will tend to be smalf

whenever the testing procedure places almost everyone in the same category.

Therefore, 6 (t..) is liable to one of the objections ra sed by Popham
c T

and' Husek (1969) againSt classical reliability coefficients as indices for

mastery testsnamely, 0
o
(t) may be close to zero even when rndividuals are

- corisistently placed'in the correct category. However, this property of 0 (t)
c

does not point to amlbasic flaw in the coefficient, but only to a possible

misinterpretation of the coefficient. A low value of Oc(t) does not necessarily

indicate that assignments to categories are inconsistent from one administration

A
to the next. Rather, a low value of 0 (t) indicates that the use of the testing

procedure in clastifying ridividualsis not much more dependable ihan a process

of random assignment based on prior information about the population (i.e.,

the marginals in the population). Note.
k>.
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that 6(t),is large wheriever.the classification of examinees is consistent

from ohe iristance of the testing procedure to another; therefore, e(t) is

nott-suhie leto,Popham and Husek's objection.

.Contrary to a suggestion-by Subkoviak (1976) , the two coefficients

developed from the threshold agreeMent function are not appropriate when

there are more than'tWo 'categories, and diese categories are ordered in

some way. .The.threshold agreement.function in Equation 16 assumes that

the Categories are not ordered in any wiy.

e and 6 for Domain-Referenced Agreement-c

In our discussion of do ain-referenced agreement, we shall assume that,

for each instance ol the testing procedure, a random sample of n items is
4

draign from some infinite domain (or'universe) of items, and the sample of

items is administered to all examinees.

IA the last section we used a'threshOld loss-function tO examine the

endabilitv of procedures that assign each examinee to one of a set of,

qualitative categories. In this section,, we shall examine the dependability

of domain-referenced tes ing procedures. We 'shall emphas ze the use of such

procedures for mastexy decisions with a single cutting sGore, but we shall

also discuss the use of domain-referenced tests in the absence of,a speci-

Tied cutting score.

Tbe score for person v on item i can be represented by a general linear

model:

X , u+ n + 6 ,e)-vi

24

(24)
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observed score for person v on item 1;

u = grand mean in the population of persons and the
universe of items;

. effe t'for person-v;

effect for item

effect for the interactiOn of person v and item i,
which is confounded with. residual error;

and all effects are assumed to be independent random effects. In'the usual

case, where each examinee -responds once to each item, the interaction effect

and _the residual error are completely confounded and, therefore, ttiese two
41:54

effects are combined in Equation 24.

In the discussion that follows, the observed score for person v will be

taken to be the mean score over the sample of n items. Tot* consistent with

our earlier notation, we will let the subscript,' indicate.a'particular sample

of n items, Ad we will designate a person's observed' mean score as:
,

Sim

,s = p + /v ai +vI . vi

arly, the score for person, w, on the h samp e of 'n items-is

S = U + Tr + 6 + (1.6 le)

.('25)

(26)

Note' that s and S are observed scores; they are not the sameas. S andvk
S used previodsly to denotecategories towhich persons are assigned.
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(-)ne s iirce of difficulty with e(t) and
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2o-

I
(t) for mastery testing,is,the'

c -

--- ,
.

/
nature of the threshold agreement funtti n'. CAMen mastery,testing. is used

. .,

... ,

make placement decisions, errors may involve very different degrees of

3

loss. It a mastery test consisting of a sampie'from a universe of Spelling

S.

words has a cut-off of 80%, the cOnsequences of misclassifyinga ,student with,

,

,a unierse-score of 79, are likely tb be far less seribus,than the conse-
.

qUences of misclaszifying.a student with a universe score of 40%. A threshold
-

ss.function assigns ,the same loss, to both of these caSes.

This suggeststhat the agreement function for d main-Aeferenced' tests

that a...e used for mastery decisions shopld involve:the distane.of the observed

Score frOm 016 cutting score. For- a cutting score, A', the domain-referenced

agreement, function is defined by:MP

dS S S
-vi --w AH S -

-wJ (27)

where T and J refer to independent samples of n items. Equation 27 assigns a,

positive agieement to two scores that result in the same classification, mastery

or non-mastery. It assigns a negative agreement to two scor4S that result in

different-classifications. ,In'either case, the plagnitude of the agreemen't

depends on the magnitudes of two deviation sCores, (S - X) and (S X).-v1 -wJ

If both of these deviation,scores are close to zero, indicating "boidetlinee

case, theoagnitude of the agreement function will be close to zero. If bOth

of these deviation scores are large and in the same direction, indicattng strong

# ,

agreement, the domain-referenced agreement function will be large and positive.

If both dev4ations are large and in opposite directions, indicating strong dis-

agreement, the domain-referenced,agreement function will be large and negative.

2 b
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The domain-referenced agreement function in Equation 27 is similar to the

definition of agreement used by LivingstOn (1972a) in developing an index of

reliabili y for mastery tests. HoWever,'Livingston assumed that the'two,

tests were pArallel in the sense of olassical test theory. We base our

analysis on generalizability
theoryi,which.makes the wea.ker assumption that

the teSts are randomly parallel. As a result, the indiceS derived here differ'
'

from, Livingston's coefficient iri several significant ways.

The Index e(d

Using the d in-referenced agreement function in Equation 27 and the
4 *definition of expected agreement in Equation 2, we obtain

A d) = [(S A)(S )03.-vI -vJ
,

Now, using Equation 25 to replace S and S in Equati n 28,-v1 -vJ

A(d) = A) * 6
1 - A) + +

J

4.

(28)

,)

(71,13,e)I. (29)vJ

Since the effects 7, B, and (IT6,e) are assumed to be sampled independefIly,

and arid ) are constants, the expected value of the cross-products are zero;

and Equation 29 reduces to

A(d ) ?(1-

77*

(16,e CITB,e
vI

,

(30)
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wo sets of items are independently sampled, the last two terms'

in Equation 30 equal zero. A-.s , by the definition of'

*

1- (TO = 717 and, therefore, the expected agreement,

referenced agreement function, is

'A(d) = X)2 +102(70.

a variance component

for the domain-

Similarly, the maximuin expected agreement is founeby using Equation 27

and the definition of maximum expected agreement in Equation 6:

A (d) = (S
-m -vi

(1.1 A)2 + (32)

where n is the.number of items sampled for each instance of the testIng pro-_

cedure. Substituting Equations 31 and 32 in Equation 5, the index of depend-

ability for mastery decisions is given by:

:a(d)

(11 )02 4. 0.200
(32(w0,e)

(33)

',Equations for estimating 9(d) have been discussed by Brennan and Kane (1977a).

The constant, n, appears in Equationd' 32 and 33 because the observed scores are

assumed to be averages over n

2 8
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It is clear from Equation 33 that e(d) will tend to be farge when (o -

is large ( e., when the population mean is very different from the cutting

score) even if (12(l1) is zero. If all examinees have the ame niverse

score, (r) is zero, and (0 - ' provides a measure of ithe,strength of

the,signal that needs to be detectdd for accurate classification (see

Brennan,and Kane, 1977b). If this signal is large the required deCisions

are easy,to mak4, and it is possible in such cases to classify examlnees

dependably, even if the test' being used does not provide dependable infor-
4

mation about individual,differences among universe scores.

The Index 6 (d)
c

Using the domain-referenced agreement function in Equation 27 and the

definition of chance agreement in Equation'8, the expected agreement due to

chance is:

A (d) = t(S AHS - Ay]
v,w,I,J

Replafing S and S
J

from Equations 25 and 26, and taking'the expected value

over v, w, I. and J, the expected chance agreement for the domain-referenced

agreement function i

A (d) = (0 --c- (34)

Sub r cting A (d) from the numerator and denominator of Equation 33, the

.domain-referenced index of dependability, corrected.for chance agreement

e (d)
c

7r)

9

TrB,e)
(35)
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The estimation of this index is discussed by Brennan and Kane (1977b), and\

)its relationship to -121 is discussed by Brennan (1977b).

Note that e (a) is zero when a 2
(IT) is zero. If :the test is to provide

more dependable classification of examinees than could be achieved by chance,
A

it must differelitiate among the examinees. Therefore, some variability in
1

universe scores is reqdired if the test is to make a contribution to the

dependability of the decisi n procedure.

Domain-Referetc d Loss and a2(K0

For the domain-referenced agreement function, the expected loss can be'

found by subtracting Equation 31 from Equation 3 :

L(d) = A (d) A(d)
--m

Alt

2 (13) a2(11.,e)

(36)

The loss, L d) is therefore equal to the error a 2 (A), which is discussed by

onbach et al (1972), Brennan,(1977a; 1977b) and Brennan and Kane (1977a

1977b),. The error-varia.nce-u2(A) propriate for domain-referenced

general and for mastery-testing, in particular.

In mastery testing, we are interested in "the degree to-which the student

has attained criterion performance" (Glaser, 1963, p. 519), independent of the

performance of other students. That is, we are not primarily interested in

the relative ordering'of examinees' universe scores! rather, we are intOrested'

in th'e difference between ea-ch examinee's universe scor44* d the absolute

standard defined by the astery.cutting score. In generalizability theory;

. the universe score for examinee v is, by definitidn,

30
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V -vi . V
I
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t

is defined by tquation 25,, and,the,expe t tion is taken over all

possible random samples of n'items fr m the-universe of items. Therefore

for a mastery test, the error for.exUminee V is:

Ay = A)

vvI

= + 7
v I

+ (

--vI P 7
v

= B
I

(7B '2)
vI

and the variance of A over persons and randcAsamples of n items is
\N

'given by Eguatibn 36.

When All students receive the same items, as inplied,bY the linear mdedel

in_Equation 25, the main effect due to' the .sampling of'items , affets all

examinees' observeA scores in thAllime way. For mastery teting, ever,

this does not eliminate the item.effect as a.source oferror, because ou

interest is in the absolute magnitude of an examinee's score, not the magnitu

relative to the scores, of Other examinees. For example, if we happen to select'

an especially easy set of items from the universe, our estimates of uv (for

the universe of items) will tend to be too high for all examinees; thts error

is accounted for b'y a,.

31
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Interpretation, of (3(d ) and 0 (d)

The second block of-Table I summarizes results for the parameters,

A (d), A (d), and L(d), 'and the agreement indices', (d) and if
c
(I), for the

domain-referenced agreement function, d.

. ,

The differ
)ence in interpretation between. (d) and

c
(d) parallels the

difference between OW and 0 c q). The index (d) characterizes the depend-

ability of decisions or estimates based on the testihg procedures. The index,

c
( ), indicates the contribution of the testing Procedures to the dependability

of these decisions or estimat s. It is clear from Equation. 33 that 0(d)' may

Ace large even when there is little or no universe score variability'in the

population of examinees-. From Equation 35, however, we see that 6. (d) is equal
c

to tero when there is no universe score variability in the popula oh EaSsuming

' Norm-referenced V.ests compare each examinee's score to.the scores of other

examinees, and, therefore, requi4e variability if these comparisons are to be

, 46

'dependable. In their now classic paper, Popham and Husek (1969) maintained

that "variability is not a necessary condition for a good criterion-referenced

t st" p. 3). They argued that since criterion-referenced tests ate "used to

ascertain an individual's status with resgect ba some criterion" (p. 2), the

meaning of the score is not dependent on comparison with other scores. Popham

and Husek conclude, therefore, that indices of dependability that require

variability are appropriate for norm-referenced tests but not for criterion-

refer nced tests.

Although, the position adopted by Popham and Husek seems plautible,.it

leads to a very disturbing conclusion. As Woodson* (19741,-p. 64) has pointed

out, "itemsand tests which give no variability...give no information and are

32
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therefore not useful." We are faced, therefore, with the 'apiparent contra-

diction, or paradox, that tests Which provide no information about, differences

-among individual examinees can be good criterion-refereficed tests. In two

subseqbent articles, Millman.apd Popham (1974) and Woodson (1 974b) clarified
As ,

.1, the two sid of this dispute without resoteing the basic issue.

The general framework developed here provides an,obViouS resolution of

this paradox. As we have seen, two types of coefficients can be Ateloped

for any agreement function, depending upon whether or not one corrects for

chance agreement. Coefficients, such as a(d), that are not corrected for

chance provide estimates of 42 dependability of the decision procedures;

, and such coefficien4 may belarge even without variabi'lity in universe

:scores. .By contrast, coefficients such as 8(d), 'that are corrected for

chance provide an estimate of the contribution, of the test to-t.he depend-,

ability of the.decision procedure. Such coefficients will approach zero as

the universe sdore Variance approaches zero. &Popham and Husek's argument

applies to the decision proceduref, and coefficl s not corrected for chance

are appropriate for characterizing the dependabllityof the decision proced r
-

Woodson's argument applies to ae -contribution of the test to the decision

procedUre,'and coefficients corrected foe chance are appropriate for

characterizing the contribution of the-test to the dependability of the

_decision procedure.

Domain-Referenced Agreement Without a Cutting:Score

The domain-referenced agreement function in Equation 27 is he product

of deviations.from a constant. The discusSion up to this point has focused

on mastery testing, and A has, been taken at the mastery cutting score.

3 3
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However,.a"single domain-referenced test may be used for several different

decisions, involving different cutting scores. In such cases, it would be

useful to have an index of dependability that does not,. depend on'a particular

cutting score. As discUssed earlier, 6 (0) is independent of X,.and 6 (d) is
c c

appropriate for assessing the contribution made by the test to the depend-
,

ability of mastery decisions using any cutting score. FurthermOre, Oc(d) is

less tha'n or equal to 6(d) for all values of A and the twe are equal only

when X = ,,:. Therefore, 6 (d) provides a lower bound for 6(d) (see Brennan;
c

1977b).

Moreover, domain-referenced tests do not necessarily involve any con-

sideration of cutting scores. For example, the Score, $ on a domain-
-vI,

referenced test may be interpreted as a descriptive statistic which estimates

, the examinee's universe score ( ., percentage of items -tliat could be

answered correctly) in the domain (see Millman and Popham, 1974). ,When

using domain-referenced scores as descriptive statistics, ve are interested

in point estimates of the examinee'4funiverse score,
v

. -As we have seen,

he error (or noise) in such point estimates of universe scores is Iven by

, and 6
c
(d) threfore incorp6rates the appropriateor variance 02(A).

The universe score variance, u2( ) in 6(d) provides a measure of the dispersion

Of universe scores in the poptlation.. There is a strong precedent in physical
4

measurement for 'taking the variability in universe scoresas a measure of the

magnitude of the signal to be detected. General-purpose instruments for

measuring length, for example, are typically evaluated by their ability> to

detect differences of the order of magnitude of those encountered in some area

practice. Thus,'r lers are adeglate in, carpentry, but verniers are necessary

in madhine shops.
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5 and 6 for Norm-Referenced Agreement

The agreetrent function that is-implicit in generalizability coefficients

(see Cronbach et: al, 1972, and Brennan, 1977a)

2 s ,s s-wJ -vI I -wJ (37)

where is the expected value of 'S over the population of persons for the

set of iterfts I; that is,

Similarly,

The parameters,

v

S = V + B-vJ

(38)

(39)

and (3
,
are the average values of the item effect for theJ

two samples of items, and they reflect d fferences in diffifulty level from

one randomly-selected instance of the testing procedure to another.

Note that the agreement function for norm-referenced tests, given i

Eguation.37 and the agreement function for domain-referenced tests given in

EquAtion 27 are both products of deviation scores. The difference between4

the two agreement functions is in the nature of the'dev.iation scores that

are used. The norm-referpnced agreement function is defined in terms of

deviations from the population mean for fixed sets of items. These eviation

scores compare the examinee's performance on the set of items to the performance
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of the population on the same set of items_ The domain-referenced agreement

function in Equationi'27 is defined in terms of the deviation of the examinee's

score frolgifixed cutting score.

The Indices .?(g) and 23_(1)
E.

Using the norm-reference agreement function in Equation 37 and Ihe

definition

A(2)

agreement in Equation 2, we obtain

1

r(s 0 )(s
I -vJ Jv,I,J

and using Equation 25 to rePlace S and S in Equation 40,

,(49)

A(g) = e f 4. (0,
v1

(76,e) ] = c200.
vJ

(41)
v1I,J a_

Similarly, the maximum expected agreement is found by using the norm-

referenced agreement function,and thldefinition of maxiMum expected agreement

in' Equation 6:

A (2) (sv
v,I

2 =

n

(42)

where n is'the mimbe.r of ite s sampled for each instance of the sting pro-_

ce'dure. Substituting Equations 41 and 42 in Equation 5, an index of depend-
,

.ability for norm-referenced tests iS:

0 (2) =

04- (71) +

36

B e
(43)

44,
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Using the norm-referenced agreement function in Equation 37 and the,

inition of chan e agreement in Equation 8, the expected alreement due

A (

to chante is:

ts- -C
v,w

[Tr
v

-07T8,e ]

v w,IoJ .

+ (n8,e ) ]
wJ

Since all of the effecs in this eqUation are assumed to be -sampled inde-,

pendently,

and, therefore,

(44)-

) = 8 (2) . (45)

The correction for chance has no effect on the norm-referenced dependability

index, because a correction for chance is built into the norm-referenced

agreement function in Equation 37.

Norm-Referenced Loss arid 02(i)-

The loss associated with the norm-referenced agreement function is found

by subtracting Equation 41 from Equation 42:

L(i) = A (2.) - A(g)

37

8,e n (4)
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This loss is simply the error Variance deSignated Cronbach et al (1972)

as o4(6), Which is also the error variance in cla ical test theory.

In norm-referenced testing, we are ifiterested in-
a

el tive ordering

of individuals with respect to their- test performance, for exam whether,

student A can solve his problems more auickly than student B" (Glaser, 3

p. 519). Thus, our interest is in "the adequacy of the measuripg procedure

for making comparative-decisio s" (Cronbach et-al., 1972, p. 95). In this

situation, the error for a given person, as defined by Cronbach et al. (1972)

is

41,

6
v

=
vI

(pv

[Li 1- Tr e + (1TB,e [1,1 +
v vI v

cr= 1
Tht-,

vI

The variance of 6 over the population'of Persons and samples of n items is

A

From Equations 14 and 45

a 2 (na,e

8(5) -O(g)-

and substituting hquations 41 and 47

38

n = . (47)

A(a)

A(g) + L(g)
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(4a)

which, is identical to the generalizabilitv coefficienttilt ea
2

given the
411

random effects llnear model iR Equation 25._ (Equati.n 48-is alsO equivalent

tb Cronbach's (1951) coefficient alpha and tc; KR-20 for diChotomously scored

items.]

Interpretation'of 8(3) e (9).

he third block of Table 1 summarizes results for the parameters,
s

A( ) A (2); A (i), and L(2),"and the agreement Thdices, 0.(.9) and 9
2(2),

for-m. -r

rhe norm-referenced agreement function5' 20.

Equations 43 and 48 can also be interpreted'as an intraclass correlation

coefficient, and, as such they are approximately equal to the expected Corre-
,

lation between random instances of the testing pkocedure (i.e., independent

random samp/es.of A items). Estimation-procedures for .generalizability coeffi-

,cients'are diicussed by Cronbach et al. (1972) and by Brennan -(1977a).

From Equations 35 and 43 (or 48) note that
c
(d) and 0

c(
g) incorporate

the same expected agreement (or signal) but different definitions of errof
.

-..,..variance (loss or noise). For 9
c
(d) the error variance is a2(A), and for..

._
.

,

0
c
(g) the error variance is 02(6). It follows that

because

9 (d) 0 )

39
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The,difference between c 2,( and a 2 (6) is simply aL(a Therefore, (d)
'2

c

,and'e
c
(5) are equal only when

I
it a constant for all instances of the testing

-

procedure. The variance component for the main effect for items, 6)k

reflects differences in the mean score (in the population) for different

samples f items. If we are interested only in differences among examinee

universe scoret, as in norm-referenced, testing, then any effect which is a

constant for all examinees does not Contribute to the error variance. However,

for domain-referenced.testing, we are interested in the absolute magnitude

of examinee universe scores, or the magnitude compared to some externally

defined cutting score. In this case, sfluctUations in mean stores forsamples

,of items do contribute to error variance.

The Effect of Item Samplina.on the Indices of Dependability, eand 0
c

Items Nested withip.Persons in the D Study

We have exam ned the implications,of using several definitions of agree-
,

ment for randomly parallel tests. We have assumed that for each instan 'of

the testing prodtdure, a random sample of items from some infinite domain is

administered to all examinees; i.e., items are crossed with examinees. Follow-
,

Crovbach et al. (1972), this design is designated k x 1. *-Indices that

are appropriate for other designs can be.deriVed using the approach discussed

above. A particularly interesting ana' use'ful set of indices is obtained by

assuming that an independent random sample of items is selected for each

examinee. Following Cronbach et al. (1972), this design is designated

where t

(
colon means "nested within."

4 0
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c.

'this section it will be conveaent to make use of the distinction

between a G study and a D stdy--a distinction'originally drawn by Rajaratnam

(1960) dnd sthsequently discussed extensively by Cronbach, et al. (1972).

The purpose of a G study, or generalizability.study, is to examine the depend-

ability of some. measurement procedure. The'purpose of a D study, or decision

. 'study, -is to provide the data for making substantive decisions.. "For example,

the published estimates of reliability for a college aptitude 'dbst are based

- on a G study college personnel officers employ these estimates t9 judge the

accuracy of data they_ collect on their applicants (D'study)" (Cronbach, et al.,

1972, p. 16). The principal results of a G study are estima es of variance
,e

1components, which can then be used in a variety of D studies. The G st).10y

and the D study may use the same design or diffrent designs. Generalli, G'

studies are most useful when they employ crossed designs and large sample sizes
.;)

to provide stable eStimates of as many variance components as possible.'

In previous sections of this paperh.we have implicitly assumed that both

the G study and the D study used the-crossed dIsign, x 1.. We will continue

to assume that varian e components have been estimated from the crossed design.

However, in this secti4 we will.atsume that the D study employs the ifla

design. For examble, i computer-assisted testing 'it is frequently des#able

(or even necessary for secUrity reasons) that'each examinee receive a different

set of items; the D study uses an design.. However, even in such-cases

it is ,desirable that the variance component-s be estimates from the crosd

design, R. x

If in the D study each examinee gets a different.set of items, the item

effect will n be the same for all examinee's. Under these circumstances,

linear model, or scores on a particular instance of the 't.esting procedure is:

Aw44.t

N'1),

4
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(49)

and the item effect is now cbnfounded with the residual, (Tr(3,e ) . It,is'

particularly importtnt to note tIlat; for Equation 49,

S =
-vI

where i is the grand mean in the population of persons and the universe of

tems. The population mean of the observed scores, S1 , does not equal

which is the expeCted value over the population for a particular set of items,

I. When Items are neSted within persons, taking the expected value of the

observedtcores over the infinite population of examinees implies taking the

expected value over an infinite uniVerse bf items.

Implications tor Norm-Referenced and Domain-Referenced Indices of Dependability

Using the linear model in Equation 49 and the nor -referenced a4eement

function in Equation 37, it can be shown that:
J

A

A (2' ) =
-rn

and A (2'
--c

a2U) Ire e)

(51)

(52)

where the prime following.2 differentiates quantities associated with the

sted from quantities associated with the crossed design, E. x I.
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,

Substituting-these results,in Equations 5 and 12, we obtain

0-(g'
-(53)

02 (703,e)

,TT 0.2 ( A )
(54)

Note that,both e(I') and
c

) are identidal to 8 (d), the dollain-ref4renced
c

dependability index, corrected for chance, in Equation 35. The only difference

between e(1') and the usual,dependability index for norm-referenced testSi'

9(2), is that 8(5L') has an additional terM. 6)/n, in the denominator.

For norm-referenced tests, when the same items are administered to al

examinees, U
h item effect, is a constant for all examinees, and a2(6)/n

does not enter the error variance. If ite s are nest0 within examinees,

howeVer,
vI, will generally be different for each examinAe and (T.'(Wn is &r

ofthe error variance.

For the doman-referenced agreement function, the agreement indices .developed

from the neSted model are identical to those developed from the crossed model:

and

8(d)

0
c (2:) - 0

c
'(1).

.f
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The dependability of -a domain-referenced teting procedure is not affected

by whether the D study uses the crossed design, a xi, or the nested design

The aim of domain-referenced testing is to provide point estimates of

examinee universe scores, rather than to make comparisons among examinees.

The dependability of each examinee's scdre is determined by the number of

items administeredto that examinee, mot by how many, items

or wh.ich items are a inistered to -other examinees.

'Standardization of the items used in any instanCe of the testing pro--

cedure improves the dependability Of norm-referenced interpretations but

,does not improve the dependability of domain-referenced interpretations.

F.urthermore, the use of different samples of items for different in 4s

-will tend to-improve estimates of group means. If, therefpre, domain-

.referenced tests are to be used for program evaluation', the ielection of

independent samples of items for different examinees provides more deRpridabIe'

,estimatesof group means without any loss in the dependability of,estimates
#5 , '

of examinees' uni-verse scores.
S.
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-Summary and ConclUsions

Table 1 provides an overview of the major results 'derived and dis-

cussed. kh this paper. Two indices of dependability, 0 and ec are discussed .

for three differdpt agreement functions: the-threshold agreement function,

the domain-referended agreement function, and the norm-referenced

#greement-tunctlion, a. This paper empliasizes co siderations relevant to

the first two agreement functions, becausethe indices of dependability

associated with them are dndices that'have been proposed for domain-referenced

,and mastery tests. The norm-referenced agreement functio 9., is considered, ,
,

primarily for purposes* of comparing kt wtth.-ehe otfler two agreement functions..,..,

.

The maln purposes of this-§eneralized treatment of indices of dependability,

*-
;are tN6 provide an internally consistent framework for deriving indices o

a
. dependability:for domain-referenced tests, and to examine the implications

f choosing a particular index.

Choosing An Index of Dependability

Our dischssion, of t:hese issues has not di tated which iti6ex

an evaluator should choose in a particular context, but our discussion has

indicated that

of a4reement

main 'issues are Involved in such a choice: (a) the nature

-tions (or, alternatively, loss functions), and (b) the use

of an index correc ed for chance or not corrected for 'hance.

With respect td-the first issue, two types of agreement functions have

been considered for mastery tests: the threshold agreement function (Equation

16 or 17) and the domain-referenced agreement function (Equation 27),. The

threshoi.dagreement function is appropriate whenever the only distinction

thht can be made usefully is a qualitative distinct.On-between masters and
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non-masters. If, hOwever, diffrent degrees of mastery and non-mastery

exist to an appreciable extent the threshold agreement function is not

appropriate because it ign es such differenCes.

In most educational-contexts, differences between masters and non-

.-masters are not purely qual tative. Rather, the attribute that is measure.d

is conceptualized as an ordinal or interval scale) andthe examinees may

possess the attribute to varying degrees even though a signgle cutting score

is.used to define maStery. In this context it is Cimportant that examTnees

who are far above or below the cutting score be classified correctly. The
0

misclassification of such examinees-is likely to cause serious losses. The,

misclassification of ex7aminees whose level of ability'is close to the cutting

score Will involve much 416s serious losses. CurrentAechniques for setting

the cutting score are not Very precise, and the,choice of a cutting score,

is to some extent, arbitrary. It is, therefore, relatively less important

that the .testing procedure correctly classify examinees whose level of skill

is close to the specified cutting score..

The domain-referenced agreement function, Equation 27 reflects

these cons.iderations.* It assigns a positive value to the agreement whenever

both instances of the testing procedure place the examinee in thesame category,

and it assigns a negative value to the agr6ement when the two instances place

an examinee in different categories.* Furthermore, the magnitude of the agree-

ment is determined by/the distance of the observed scores from the cutting

score on the two instances of the procedure.

The second issue in choosing an index of dependabigty iS whether to use

the index which is not corrected Otr chance agreement r the index 0,

4 6
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reason to prefer one

ndex over the other in all contexts. The two indices provide different

informatlon, and, therefore, sh uld be interpreted,differently. *For-judge-

ments about the dependability of a decision procedure, as applied to a

particular population, indices that are not correCtedfor chance are more,

appropriate. For judgements about the contribution of tests to the depend-

ability of the decision procedure, indices that are corrected .for chance are

MO e aPpropriate. Subkoviak (Note 3) makes similar statements in his respon-se

Huynh's.(Note 5) criticism'of coefficient kappa [0 (t) given by Equation 231.
. c

It is also useful to note that whether one chooses 0 or 0
2.

, the expected

loss or error variance remains unchanged.-.Thais the choice between 0 and
#,

e
c

usually affects 4the strength pt the signal in a testing procedure, but

never the strength, of -i..he,noise (see Brennan and Kane, 1977b). In effect,

when one chooses 0, the strength of the signal is reduced by an amount

attributable to chande, and it is,this reduction of signal strength that
_

caus s 6
c
to be less than 0 usually. As noted previously, for the norm-_

referenced a reement function, 2, 6 always equals 0 becaus chance agree-c
ment is zero. Indeed, this is probablyone reason why the distinction

b tween indices such as 0 and ec has been ignored in,much of the,literature

on testing and psychometrics.
1

Prior Information

For the domain-referenced agreement function, d, 0(d) equals 0c(d) when

(p - A) equals zero, i.e., when theamean, p, equals the cutting score,

Ih su h cases, ptior information abobt ise in classifying examinees

as Masters.; or non-masters; and the dependability of decisions depends entirely

upon the dependability of the test being used. If (p :k)3 is very large,

4 7
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*

decisions made about a student's mastery or non-mastery status, solely on the

basis cf'prior information'about u, mar be highly deoendable. If, however,

X)2 is non-zero but not very large compared to th'e expected loss, (A),

it is l7lY thatthe dependability of decisions could,be improved by using

Bayesjn methods.

Bayesidh procedures (Hambleton and Novick, 1973L Swamdnathan, HambIetoni

and Algirta, 1975) take adliantage of prior information about the population b

using this information and the student's observed score.to estimate the studént',s
A

univerS'e scOre. Theoptimum weighting of-prior information and te ,scores

depends on the.prior distribution of universe scores in the population, he
S.

dependability of the testing procedure, and the agreement function (or

equivalently, the loS"s function) that is choSen. Although the published

_ .applications of Bayesian methods have used a threshold loss, thee methods

are, in principle, ,e ually applicable for the domain-referenced loss/ a2(1).

Assumptions about Parallel Tes s

'Throughout this paper,'we have assumed that two tests are parallel if

they involve random Samples of the same number of items from the same'universe,

or domain, of items. That is, we have made the assumption of randomly-

parallel tests, rather than the stronger assumption of classically parallel
Al

tests. Cronbach et al. (1972) have shown that either assumption can be used

as a basis tor defining the generalizability coefficient for the persons

cros.sed with items design; and we have shown that this generalizability
I.

coefficient is identical to e' = e
c

( ) for norm:referenced tests. Also,

either assumption, in conjunction with the threshold agreement function, can
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be used to derive the indices O(t) and e (t). It iS interesting to note,
c

however, that the Huynh (1976) and Subkoviak (1976) procedures for estimatlng

i(t) and e
c
(t) necessitate the assumption of classically parallel tests.

We have argued that the assumption of classically parallel ,tests_is

generally inappropriate for a.domain-referenced test because for a domain-
,

referenced test, our interest is focused on an examinee's universe score'

without rgard-to the 'scores Icif other examinees. However, if all items in

the universe are equally diffi ult for the population of persons, then the
/

itemeffect,B.,in Equation 24 is a constant for ail Aems, and a2(A) equals
741,

That is, the expected loss for the domain-referenced agreemeut function

equals the expected loss kor the norm-referenced agreement fundtion: In this

case, the index 0(d) in Equation.33 is identical to Livingston's .(1972a, 1972b,

1972c, 1973) coefficient.

The differences between (d) and LiVingston's coefficient are, therefore,

'a direct result of the differences between the assumptions of randomly parallel

tests and classically pirallel tests, respectively. It is important to note,

however,' that neither index is corrected for chance. They both reflect the

dependability of a decision procedure, not the contribution of tests to the
-1

dependability of a decision procedure. *Also, for both goeffiCients changes

in the cutting score, A, affect the coefficients' magnitudes through the

signal strength, not through the noise mc error variance.

4 9

-
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Concludiu CommentS

ThrougAout this paper we have concentrated upon indices of dependability

for domain-referenced tests, and factors that influence the use and-inter-

pretati n of suohjndices, We have particularly emphasized the indiees e(d)

and (d) because they have-broad applicability in,domAin-referenced testing,
c

they are easily compared with the usual norm-referenced indices of depend-

ability, and they can be. developed using principles froM generalizability

theory--a br:adly applicable psychometric model. Using principles from

generalizability theory, it is relartively straightforward to define'e(d) and'

0'(d) fói ANOVA designs-iother than-the sirle persons-crossed-with-items
c

design. -(See, for example, At treatment of the iteths nested within persons,

design.) The extension of e(t) and (t)to other designs is mot so straight-
c

forward.

However, no matter which index of'dependability an eNluator chooses,

it is imP-ortant that, the evaluator recognize the underlying-assumptions and

interpret results in a meaningful manner. In this regard, it is often the

case that the magnitude of,an index of dependability, alone, proVides an

insufficient basis for decision-making. It is almost alw'ays best to provide,

also, the quantities that enter the index (A, A , A and L in Table 1), as

well as the estimated variance coMpofients (see APA, 1974).

50
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3 Table 1

Coefficients fOr Different Agreement Functions

Agreement Function 'Parameters Agreement Coefficients

Threshold:

-,S )

-vk

4(

1 if S = S
-vk -w

0 if S S

A(t) = Ep..

A (t) =

A (t) = Ep.2
-c -a

L(t) =

0(t) =

EE12

o (t) =c
Ep,2

Domain-Referenced:

d(S. ,S )

-vi -wJ

= X) (S X)-VI

A(d) = A)2

A (d) = 6.1 )02

A (d) = (1,1 -

L(d) = a20)

e(a)

0 (d) =c

2 + 2(70

(o +'a-(11)

Norm-Referenced:

g(S 1,s j)

Ii ) ( SI -W 1.1j)

4. (1205y
71)

tt
2(To 020)
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